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Abstract

Purpose—Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) imaging is a new MRI technology

allowing the detection of low concentration endogenous cellular proteins and metabolites

indirectly through their exchangeable protons. A new technique, variable delay multi-pulse CEST

(VDMP-CEST), is proposed to eliminate the need for recording full Z-spectra and performing

asymmetry analysis to obtain CEST contrast.

Methods—The VDMP-CEST scheme involves acquiring images with two (or more) delays

between radiofrequency saturation pulses in pulsed CEST, producing a series of CEST images

sensitive to the speed of saturation transfer. Subtracting two images or fitting a time series

produces CEST and relayed-nuclear Overhauser enhancement CEST maps without effects of

direct water saturation and, when using low radiofrequency power, minimal magnetization transfer

contrast interference.

Results—When applied to several model systems (bovine serum albumin, crosslinked bovine

serum albumin, L-glutamic acid) and in vivo on healthy rat brain, VDMP-CEST showed sensitivity

to slow to intermediate range magnetization transfer processes (rate < 100–150 Hz), such as amide

proton transfer and relayed nuclear Overhauser enhancement-CEST. Images for these contrasts

could be acquired in short scan times by using a single radiofrequency frequency.

Conclusions—VDMP-CEST provides an approach to detect CEST effect by sensitizing

saturation experiments to slower exchange processes without interference of direct water

saturation and without need to acquire Z-spectra and perform asymmetry analysis.
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Since Balaban and coworkers first proposed the term chemical exchange saturation transfer

(CEST) in 2000 (1), CEST imaging has developed into a powerful technology with

widespread interest in the MRI community (2–5). CEST imaging utilizes radiofrequency

(RF) irradiation to selectively saturate solute protons. The saturation is transferred to water

through rapid exchange of these protons, resulting in a reduction in water signal intensity

(SI). If the exchange rate is sufficiently fast (residence time in millisecond range) and the

irradiation period sufficiently long (seconds range), the low concentration saturated solute

protons are mostly replaced by high concentration unsaturated water protons so that the

saturation transfer process repeats many times during the course of the RF irradiation.

Consequently, the selective irradiation of these solute protons can have a discernible effect

on the water SI, which allows the indirect imaging of low-concentration solutes through

water. Furthermore, the dependence of the CEST effect on the RF irradiation duration (tsat)

and strength (B1) provides additional information on the kinetics of exchange, the

concentration of the exchangeable protons, and the relaxation properties of water (6). This

possibility to enhance sensitivity has led to a large variety of techniques developed for

imaging low concentration diamagnetic compounds, such as glycosoaminoglycans (7),

glucose/glycogen (8–10), glutamate (11), amino acids, peptides, and proteins (12–15), as

well as paramagnetic lanthanide complexes (paraCEST) (16–19) and particles (20–23).

Among all the CEST techniques, the amide proton transfer (APT) approach, which targets

the exchangeable amide protons in peptides and proteins, has become of particular interest

because of several unique properties that make it favorable for in vivo application (12,24–

27). These include (i) the high total concentration of amide protons of endogenous mobile

proteins and peptides, corresponding to about 70 mM amide proton concentration found in

the mammalian brain (12); (ii) sufficiently low interference from the water signal due to a

relatively large chemical shift between amide and water protons (∼3.6 ppm); (iii) the

relatively slow exchange rate (∼30 Hz) of these amide protons that allows the use of low

power RF saturation pulses for their detection. To date, APT-weighted imaging has been

successfully applied to detect tumors in the brain (24,28), prostate (29), and breast (30) in

vivo in patients, and pH changes during ischemia in vivo in preclinical models (31–34).

In APT imaging, we are interested in the change in signal due to the chemical exchange of

amide protons. However, similar to any saturation transfer based sequence, loss of signal

can result from a number of competing mechanisms such as direct water saturation (DS),

and conventional magnetization transfer contrast (MTC) from semi-solid macromolecules to

water. CEST/APT experiments therefore generally require acquisition of a series of images

as a function of irradiation frequency (Z-spectrum). This is followed by asymmetry analysis

of the Z-spectrum with respect to the water proton frequency, in which the magnetization

transfer ratio (MTR) obtained at the negative offset with respect to water is subtracted from

the MTR at the corresponding positive offset. While the goal of this approach originally was
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to remove the effects of DS and MTC, many investigators now realize that complete

removal of MTC may not be possible in vivo, because MTC contrast is not completely

symmetric about the water signal (35–38). In addition to MTC, it has been shown recently

that contrast in Z-spectra also arises through transfer of saturation-induced nuclear

Overhauser enhancements (NOEs) in mobile macromolecules between aliphatic/olefinic or

aromatic protons, which can transfer to water either directly or relayed (2,7,39–41). Most of

this signal is upfield from water (lower frequency), where the aliphatic and olefinic protons

resonate. This NOE-CEST contrast is a two-stage process. First, nonexchangeable protons

transfer their saturation-induced NOE via through-space dipolar coupling, and then the

saturated magnetization is transferred to the water pool, most likely by chemical exchange

as known from studies of the inverse exchange-relayed process in protein solution (42,43)

and in vivo (26,44). Notice that, contrary to the semisolid MTC effect, direct dipolar

exchange through space is unlikely to occur in small to intermediate size mobile proteins as

that process is known to be much slower than chemical exchange (42,45). We therefore call

this type of CEST contrast “relayed-NOE CEST” (rNOE-CEST) to distinguish it from direct

exchange contrast. In addition to the rNOE effect, direct NOEs transferred through dipolar

coupling between immobile water and aliphatic protons may become significant for larger

molecules as suggested by a study on cartilage (7). The current technique focuses on the

mobile proteins in vivo. Although, the direct NOE pathway cannot be excluded in mobile

proteins, the rNOE pathway is dominant as suggested by studies using the water exchange

filter (WEX) technique (25). The rNOE-CEST shares many properties with the APT

contrast, but in principle has much stronger signal due to a greater number of aliphatic

protons compared to amide protons. Therefore it has great potential for in vivo application.

The acquisition of detailed Z-spectra is time consuming. In addition, extra scans are often

performed (e.g., water saturation shift referencing (46)) to allow for a voxel-based correction

of the water proton frequency used as reference in the asymmetry analysis. The need to

acquire Z-spectra and water saturation shift referencing-spectra poses a significant practical

limitation for clinical translation of APT studies, because more signal averaging could take

place (to enhance sensitivity) or the experiment time reduced if fewer frequencies were

needed. Recently, faster methods have been suggested, including saturation with frequency

alternating RF irradiation (SAFARI) (37), employing a frequency-alternating scheme

requiring four acquisitions, and chemical exchange rotation transfer (CERT) (47), using two

rotations, requiring only two acquisitions. Here, we propose a method for obtaining APT

and rNOE-CEST contrast images called variable delay multi-pulse CEST (VDMP-CEST).

This scheme is based on varying the delay (mixing time) between the RF pulses in a pulsed

RF irradiation scheme (Fig. 1a). Only one irradiation frequency is used and only two images

with different delay times need to be acquired, with the first image collected with delay

equal to zero (reference image) and the second with a delay set to a value sufficient for

weighting the images based on the appropriate magnetization transfer rate. The final VDMP-

CEST image is then obtained by subtracting the long delay image from the reference image.

When using sufficiently low B1, effects from direct water saturation and very fast

exchanging protons will be removed by the subtraction, while the effect of slower CEST

processes such as APT and rNOE-CEST contrast are preserved with a magnitude much

larger than conventional MTC. The reason for the latter is that a variable delay will
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distinguish very short T2 (MTC) and longer T2 species (48) as well as faster and slower

transfer processes in long-T2 species. Here we first show how CEST and rNOE-CEST

contrast changes as a function of mixing time in VDMP-CEST experiments for different

exchangeable protons in several model compounds (glutamate (Glu), bovine serum albumin

(BSA) and crosslinked BSA), followed by a demonstration in vivo in the rat brain.

Methods

Theory

In this section, we provide an overview of the possible magnetization transfer pathways for

semi-solid protons and mobile peptide/protein protons and show how varying the pulse

power and the inter-pulse delays can be used as a T2 filter and exchange rate filter

respectively. Finally, we discuss how using a proper combination of pulse power and inter-

pulse delay can separate the APT and rNOE-CEST signals from other magnetization transfer

pathways.

Magnetization Transfer Pathways in Tissue—The magnetization transfer process for

water in tissue has contributions from many pools (Fig. 1b). One is the semi-solid

macromolecular pool (microsecond T2) giving rise to the conventional MTC effect (49), and

another the mobile macromolecular pool of mainly proteins/peptides (millisecond range T2),

which, together with many metabolite pools, contributes to the endogenous CEST effect

(26,50). Due to limited molecular motion, semi-solid protons are coupled strongly via

through-space dipole–dipole coupling resulting in spin diffusion between all protons. As a

consequence, the T2 is extremely short, on the order of 10 μs for Agar (49) and 50–70 μs for

brain tissues (51). Therefore, the semi-solid pool can be treated as a single proton ensemble

or proton bath. The magnetization of this semi-solid pool can be transferred to the water

pool via several pathways:

1. Dipolar coupling between bound water and the semi-solid component (pathway A

in Fig. 1b (52,53)), which is on the order of 50–100 kHz (26) and causes fast

magnetization exchange.

2. Chemical exchange (pathways B, C, and D in Fig. 1b (54)). Some studies suggest

that this transfer actually is significant and comparable with the transfer by dipolar

coupling if the semi-solid pool includes a large amount of exchangeable protons

(26,55). The majority of the OH groups (hydroxyl) and NH2 groups (amine,

cytosine, and NH3
+) exchange rapidly with a rate of more than 1 kHz (55), while

the amide and NHNH2 (guanidyl) protons generally exchange slower (<1 kHz).

Thus, the semi-solid component can be treated as a single spin pool with short T2 but with

an averaged exchange rate as determined by the above transfer pathways. For simplicity, we

can classify the exchange rate by fast exchange processes, mainly from strong dipolar

coupling and fast exchanging protons (OH groups and NH2 groups), and slow/intermediate

exchange process from amide protons and guanidyl (NHNH2) groups (56). Note that fast

and slow exchange rates are generally defined with respect to the NMR time scale, which

depends on the chemical shift difference between the water and solute protons. The

intermediate exchange rate thus applies to this study conducted at 11.7 T, but this could
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become fast exchange for some pools at lower field strengths such as 3 T. The chemical shift

range for the semi-solid pool spans more than 40 ppm (from −20 ppm to 20 ppm with

respect to water) for rat brain. The center frequency of the semi-solid pool is determined by

the proton density weighted chemical shift of all the protons in the solid pool, which is at the

aliphatic frequency for tissues in vivo (36,57). It is caused by the large number of aliphatic

protons in tissues as suggested in a recent study on Bovine myelin (51).

Compared to the semi-solid component, the dipolar coupling and NOEs between protons in

mobile macromolecules are much weaker due to the relatively fast tumbling of the

molecules. The major distinguishing characteristic of mobile protein/lipid components is the

millisecond transverse relaxation time (49) of their protons, which can therefore be treated

as separate groups, that is spectroscopically distinct species. While the magnetization can

still transfer via dipolar coupling and NOE crossrelaxation, the magnitude and sign are

strongly dependent on molecular dynamics, which is affected by molecular size, viscosity,

and binding. The magnetization of the nonexchangeable aliphatic/olefinic and aromatic

protons (pathways H and I in Fig. 1b) can still exchange with water via a two-step process.

First, magnetization is transferred from non-exchangeable to exchangeable protons via NOE

cross-relaxation and intramolecular dipolar coupling, followed by chemical exchange to

water. The strength of the direct dipolar coupling between aliphatic/olefinic/aromatic

protons and water is determined by the mobility of the macromolecules and water bound to

it. While such direct coupling contributes significantly to the conventional MTC, this

interaction has been shown to be negligible relative to amide proton exchange in mobile

proteins (26,42,45). For intermediate size molecules such as glycosaminoglycan and

cartilage, the direct NOE/dipolar coupling will be more significant and may become

comparable and even higher than the rNOE depending on the range of motion and strength

of water binding. In addition to rNOE-CEST transfer, chemical exchange of directly

saturated exchangeable protons contributes to water saturation in mobile species. In

conventional APT experiments, the signal is from the relatively slow chemical exchange

(10–30 Hz (26)) from the amide protons (pathway E in Fig. 1b). Other proton groups such as

the NH2 and OH groups (pathways F and G in Fig. 1b), which have exchange rates in the

range of 700–10,000 Hz (55), contribute only when using very high RF power to saturate

them partially before exchange or very long tsat so that very small amounts of saturation can

accumulate to become significant.

Pulse Sequence—The VDMP-CEST sequence is illustrated in Figure 1a. It is similar to

the conventional pulsed MTC sequence (54,58,59) with a CYCLOPS (CYClically Ordered

Phase Sequence) type phase cycle within each block of four 180° pulses. The phase cycle

and gradients are applied to destroy residual transverse magnetization (i.e., due to incorrect

flip angle and further stimulated echoes) and we only consider longitudinal magnetization

transfer. The VDMP-CEST sequence can be used as a T2 filter and magnetization transfer

rate filter to distinguish between the signals originating in each of the transfer pathways

mentioned above.

T2-filter: Due to the different relaxation properties of the proton pools involved, the RF

pulses applied in VDMP-CEST affect them differently. The transverse relaxation time
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constant, T2, for semi-solid tissue components (49,60,61) and larger mobile proteins is short

compared to the pulse width (∼7 ms here) applied in the VDMP-CEST. For these, the

selective pulses applied at the frequency offsets of these systems need to be treated as partial

saturation instead of inversion. For highly mobile proton groups in proteins or protons in

small peptides or metabolites, T2 values are much longer than the pulses applied in VDMP-

CEST and the pulses will cause frequency-selective inversion and not appreciably affect the

water protons. A RF pulse bandwidth of 200–600 Hz (pulse width 6.9–2.3 ms) was used in

this study, while the offsets used for amide and aliphatic protons were ±1800 Hz (±3.6 ppm)

with respect to the water peak. When using selective inversion, the highest CEST signal will

be achieved, namely twice as much as saturation or 90-excite followed by dephasing (2).

The saturation efficiency is described in terms of the absorption lineshape of the protons and

the saturation pulse power level v2. For the continuous wave situation, the saturation

efficiency is (62,63).

[1]

where ΔΩ is the frequency offset. The absorption line shape, g, is a function of the

transverse relaxation time constant of the system, and the integral of the lineshape function

is equal to unity. The lineshape of the absorption function has been reported as Gaussian for

Agar and Super-Lorentzian for semi-solid biological tissues (51,64). The Super-Lorentzian

function is defined as:

[2]

with the difference between the Super-Lorentzian and Gaussian functions being that all

tissue orientations with respect to the B0 field are integrated. The exact absorption

lineshapes for the system with different effective T2 values has been calculated in the

literature (59). Whether a Gaussian or Super-Lorentzian function is applied, it can be seen

that the saturation efficiency on resonance, i.e. at ΔΩ =0, is linearly proportional to the

effective T2. Then, the saturation efficiency of the semi-solid pool will be several hundred

times smaller than the mobile protein/lipid pool for the on resonance situation as seen from

their T2 ratio. Consequently, the saturation pulse can be used as a T2 filter to separate the

CEST effect from the MTC effect if low-power pulses are applied (41,49). It is worth noting

that the T2 value in Eq. [2] is an effective one, T2,eff. Therefore, for the water exchangeable

protons, T2,eff is described by 1/T2,eff =k+1/T2, where k is the exchange rate. A similar

conclusion can be reached from the Bloch equations (2,6,65). The absorption lineshape of

the free water pool is Lorentzian. In our pulsed CEST sequence, the pulse amplitudes are

shaped. Deriving an exact analytical solution for the magnetization of the semisolid pool for

a train of shaped pulses is non-trivial. However, approximate solutions for MTC have been

derived for equivalent area rectangular pulses by Sled and Pike (54), Ramani et al. (66), and

Yarnykh (61). In the current article, the exchange process was simulated by numerically

solving the Bloch equations (65,67) without applying the above approximations, that is

simulating the saturation effect of the Gaussian pulses. In the Bloch simulation, the Gaussian
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shaped pulses were approximated by 256 narrow rectangular pulses. The saturation power

indicated in the work is the peak power of the Gaussian pulses.

In tissues, there is a broad distribution of T2's due to different molecular sizes and

concomitant mobilities of the protons in the proteins/lipids, ranging from 0.008 ms to 26 ms

in myelin lipids (51,68) and probably up to 100 ms in more mobile peptides and metabolites.

When varying the power of the pulses applied in VDMP-CEST, protons with different T2

values will experience different saturations, which is illustrated in Figure 2. It needs to be

mentioned that the line broadening effect induced by the direct saturation of the pulses is

neglected in this simulation. For weak pulses, only the mobile proteins are saturated and the

amide and aliphatic/olefinic proton peaks will be spectroscopically distinguishable at offsets

of about ±3.6 ppm respectively, which is the case observed in CEST experiments. With

increased saturation power, more and more proteins/lipid protons with short T2 values will

be saturated, which causes the two proton groups (amide and aliphatic/olefinic) to start

overlapping. Eventually, the two groups will merge into a single broad peak at strong power,

which is the case observed in conventional MTC experiments. From this simulation, it can

be seen that the VDMP-CEST approach can target different proton groups, in contrast to the

MTC experiment. To accomplish this, the saturation power has to be low enough to avoid

overlap of the proton groups, but sufficiently high for measurable effects. In the current

study, we found that 4 μT (200 Hz bandwidth) Gaussian pulses were a proper choice at 11.7

T, allowing separation of APT signal from rNOE-CEST, while still maintaining reasonable

signal to noise ratio. The simulation also explains the observation by others that a strong

rNOE-CEST is observed for lower power (<2 μT) continuous wave saturation CEST pulses,

while the rNOE-CEST will disappear at strong saturation power due to the dominance of the

aliphatic/olefinic peaks of semisolid protons (39).

Magnetization transfer rate filter: Under the assumption of a two-pool exchange model,

the magnetization transfer process, that is the VDMP SI curve, observed for a pulsed MT/

CEST sequence will show two phases in time, namely saturation buildup and subsequent

decay with T1 of water (T1w) (69) and, for high concentration of protons, due to the back

exchange process (25,70). The peak time point (tpeak), that is the time at which the saturation

level peaks, depends upon the relative rate constants of transfer and relaxation. For very fast

transfer, the magnetization exchange already occurs during the pulse time (tp). The buildup/

decay process for a VDMP-CEST sequence resembles the situation when using label

transfer modules, similar to the frequency-labeled exchange sequence (71). In the VDMP-

CEST, the pulse performs the labeling while transfer occurs during the mixing time (tmix).

Therefore, an analytical equation can be used to describe the proton transfer ratio under the

assumption that the combined label and transfer period (tp + tmix) is much smaller than T1w

and the exchange rate (k) is slow enough for exchange during the pulses (tp) to be neglected.

[3a]
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[3b]

[3c]

where X is the concentration ratio between exchangeable and water protons, λ is the

saturation efficiency (Eq. [1]), and β the exchange transfer efficiency. The proton transfer

ratio is further determined by the sum of the magnetization transferred by the n pulses. In the

equation, the efficiency factor β describes the buildup process and is effectively an exchange

filter (2,71). Equation [3a] is useful to understand the idea of saturation buildup with k and

decay with T1w, and illustrates how the sequence is an exchange filter. However, for the

long pulse widths used here (3–7 ms) in VDMP-CEST, Eq. [3a] will be suitable only for

extremely slow exchange processes. To be exact for the wide range of exchange rates

covered here, we therefore simulated the exchange process by numerically solving the Bloch

equations for two pools, one exchangeable proton pool and the free water pool. A detailed

description of the procedure has been published elsewhere (65,67).

In the two-pool model, the decay process is a function of T1w and the back exchange rate

(Eq. 3b). The apparent decay rate with respect to the mixing time is determined by n/T1w

(Eq. 3b). Therefore, the decay will be faster when a larger number of pulses is applied,

which is due to the fact that total preparation period, that is n ×(tp + tmix), will be longer.

The decay caused by T1w relaxation and back exchange process is accounted for in the two-

pool Bloch simulation. Besides the T1w relaxation and back exchange induced decay,

additional sources of saturation decay will occur in vivo due to interference from other

transfer effects such as from MTC and rapidly exchanging amine protons, which are

commonly seen in proteins and tissues. Here we term interference of such processes as

saturation cross-transfer (SCT). In the cross-transfer process, magnetization from the

semisolid and other solute pools that is transferred to the bulk free water pool is

subsequently transferred to the solute proton pool under study (and not necessarily back to

the original pool). Considering the large MTC pool, this cross-transfer process is far more

significant than the back exchange process for the small solute pool under study. For the

rNOE-CEST, the main source of cross-transfer comes from the MTC pool but SCT from

amine and hydroxyl protons will also contribute to the APT-CEST signal. Therefore, the

decay of the VDMP SI curve at the APT-CEST resonance frequency is usually much faster

than that at the rNOE-CEST frequency. In principle, SCT may also contribute to the

saturation buildup curve. However, the MTC and fast exchanging protons were considered

as fully exchanged during the pulses used in this study and therefore only the decay process

of the SCT was considered. A sophisticated three-pool model, that is water pool, solute

proton pool, and MTC pool should be able to explain the observed decay curves in tissues

more precisely. However, this is beyond the scope of this article and an effective T1w 

was used in the simulation to describe the faster decay due to the cross-transfer processes.

The above theory suggests that APT and rNOE-CEST can be separated from MTC and other

effects when combining proper pulse powers (T2 filter) and pulse delays (magnetization
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transfer rate filter) in VDMP-CEST. The proposed fast method for APT and rNOE-CEST

MRI in the current work consists of recording two images with two pulse delays, one with

zero mixing time and another at the mixing time where the maximum APT-CEST or rNOE-

CEST saturation is reached, that is tpeak. Then, the APT or rNOE aliphatic CEST can be

obtained by subtracting the two images. However, the zero mixing time could not be

reached experimentally due to the spoiler gradient after the pulses. Instead, the minimum

mixing time was used in our experiments. By using a low pulse power and fewer RF pulses

in the train, semisolid protons and very rapidly exchanging protons will be only weakly

saturated (see Fig. 2). When subtracting the two images these two contributions will reduce

even more (close to negligible) and the direct water saturation will be removed. An APT

image obtained this way (irradiation at 3.6 ppm and varying the delay) is therefore expected

to be free of interference from MTC asymmetry, amine and hydroxyl proton contributions

and, since no asymmetry analysis is done, from rNOEs from aliphatic protons. Therefore,

we name it clean-APT to distinguish it from the traditional APT-weighted method based on

MTRasym determination.

MRI

MRI experiments were performed on a horizontal 11.7 T Bruker Biospec system equipped

with actively shielded gradients of maximum strength 74 Gauss/cm. Experiments on

phantoms were performed using a 23 mm volume transceiver coil (Bruker, Germany) at

room temperature. The image acquisition was achieved using a fast spin-echo sequence with

TR/TE =13 s/4 ms, NA = 1, 50 kHz receive bandwidth, slice thickness 1 mm, and 32 × 32

image matrix (field of view (FOV) 2 × 2 cm2). In the VDMP-CEST sequence, depending on

the application, 4–64 Gaussian shaped RF pulses (180 degree flip angle) were applied

during preparation. Pulse powers of 4 μT (6.9 ms, 200 Hz bandwidth) and 12 μT (2.3 ms,

600 Hz bandwidth) were used. A Z-spectrum was recorded from −7 ppm to 7 ppm in steps

of 0.4 ppm. An S0 image was recorded by setting the irradiation offset to 200 ppm.

For the rat study, a 72 mm quadrature volume resonator (Bruker, Germany) was used for

transmission and a 2 × 2 phased array coil (Bruker, Germany) for reception. CEST images

were acquired using a fast spin-echo readout with TR/TE = 6 s/4 ms, NA = 1, slice thickness

1 mm, and 64 × 64 matrix (FOV 1.8 × 1.8 cm2); eight Gaussian shaped RF pulses (180

degree flip angle) with peak powers ranging from 2 μT (tpulse = 13.8 ms) to 12 μT (tpulse =

2.3 ms) were used for recording the VDMP-CEST images. The Z-spectrum was recorded

from −20 ppm to 20 ppm. The proper pulse delay tmix and the number of saturation pulses

was selected by acquiring the water saturation as a function of delay time and determining

the equilibrium point between transfer buildup and relaxation decay. The B0 field over the

rat brain was adjusted using field mapping and second order shimming. The quality of the

shim was examined using the water saturation shift referencing method.

Sample Preparation

Three samples representing different mobility molecules in tissues were used to demonstrate

the VDMP-CEST sequence. Mobile proteins in tissue were mimicked by BSA (66.5 kDa,

Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis A2058) solution (10% by weight; 1.5 mM; pH = 7.3) in a 5 mm

NMR tube. Semi-solid proteins in tissue were modeled using a crosslinked 10% BSA
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sample at pH 7.3. Crosslinking was achieved by heating the solution in a 80–90°C water

bath for 30 min after which a transparent gel-like sample was formed. The crosslinked BSA

sample showed strong dipolar coupling similar to the traditional MTC phantom (agar).

A Glu solution was used to model small metabolites in tissue, particularly the amine group,

the exchange of which competes with the amide protons and the chemical shift range of

which overlaps due to exchange broadening. A 12.5 mM Glu (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,

G1251) solution was prepared in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to pH = 7.3. The chemical

shift and exchange rate (at physiological pH and temperature) of the amine proton were

previously reported to be 3 ppm and 5500 Hz, respectively (11). The conventional Z-

spectrum of Glu therefore shows a broad saturation signal for which the center frequency

cannot be clearly assigned. Also, the temperature was different here, which may change the

shift, and the VDMP scheme is not able to measure high exchange rates reliably. For

simplicity, we therefore used values of 2.5 ppm and 6000 Hz for the fitting of VDMP SI

curves of amine protons.

In Vivo Studies

The study was approved by the institutional animal care and use committee. Five adult male

Wistar rats weighing 280–320 g were anesthetized using 5% isoflurane in a 75%/25% air/

oxygen mixture, followed by 2–2.5% isoflurane during the MRI scan. The rat head was

immobilized by a bite bar and two ear bars. During scanning, rats were placed on a water

heated animal bed equipped with temperature and respiratory control. Respiration was

monitored and maintained at 20–30/min. After the scans, the anesthetized rats were

sacrificed by injection of saturated KCl. Of the five rats, three were used to record the full Z-

spectrum and VDMP SI curves using the VDMP sequence, while the other two were used to

perform high-resolution APT-CEST and NOE-CEST images. The results from all rats were

very reproducible.

Data Analysis

The VDMP SI curves of the phantoms and rat brain were fit with a two-pool Bloch model.

The fitting parameters were the effective T1 of water , exchangeable proton fraction

with respect to water proton concentration (X), exchange rate (k), and one constant

contribution due to direct water saturation (DS). DS varies with frequency offset, but is a

constant value with respect to the mixing time at a particular frequency offset. T2 values for

the water pool (T2w) of phantoms were determined by Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)

experiments (T2w = 110 ms, 108 ms and 78 ms for Glu, BSA solution, and crosslinked BSA,

respectively), while the T2w of rat brain was set to 36 ms based on the literature (72). T2 and

T1 for the exchangeable solute pool (T2s and T1s) were difficult to measure experimentally

and we therefore used typical literature values (listed in the figure captions). In the fitting,

however, it was found that the exchange rates and the shape of VDMP SI curves were not

sensitive to the values of T2w and T2s, thus allowing the proper determination of exchange

rates from fitting these curves even with uncertainty regarding precise T2s values. The T2s

value of the crosslinked BSA could also be determined from lineshape fitting of the VDMP

difference spectrum. Therefore, the VDMP SI curves of crosslinked BSA phantom were

fitted using the experimentally determined T2s. The maximum saturation level in VDMP SI
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curves is determined by the exchangeable proton fraction x. However, unlike the exchange

rate, the accuracy of x is significantly affected by the uncertainty of the T2w and T2s, since

the saturation efficiency is related to the T2s as seen from Eq. [1]. In the fitting, the back

exchange process is automatically accounted for in the Bloch equations (see simulation in

Fig. 3b). The  values are smaller than T1w mainly due to the cross-transfer processes

discussed above. The interference will be more obvious for higher pulse numbers or when a

large MTC pool is present, as seen in the fitting on rat brain (Fig. 7).

Results

Simulations

In Figure 3, the results of Bloch simulations for 70 mM amide protons in water (amide

proton fraction 6.36 × 10−4) are shown for the VDMP-CEST sequence of Figure 1a using B1

= 4 μT and tpulse= 6.9 ms (200 Hz bandwidth). Figure 3a shows Z-spectra when using eight

pulses and mixing times of 0 ms and 110 ms for an exchange rate of 20 Hz. The VDMP

difference spectrum around 3.6 ppm shows only the amide proton peak and is a clean-APT

spectrum. The direct water saturation effect due to the Gaussian pulses is canceled out at this

frequency, because it is determined by the pulse length and strength and not the inter pulse

delays that are short with respect to T1w. Figure 3b shows the VDMP SI curves as a function

of mixing time for exchange rates ranging from 50 Hz to 5000 Hz. For the very rapidly

exchanging protons, the saturation already reaches equilibrium during the saturation pulses,

that is for inter-pulse delays of zero, which is expected to be the case for most amine and

hydroxyl protons. Therefore, varying the mixing time will not increase the CEST signal for

such fast exchanging protons if the water relaxation time is sufficiently long. When eight

pulses are applied, the water saturation at tpeak for slowly exchanging amide protons (k = 20

Hz) is still small (a few percent) and tpeak is reached at longer mixing time (110 ms).

Therefore, the inter-pulse delay time, tmix, can be used as a filter for different exchange

rates. The effect of number of saturation pulses is simulated in Figure 3c. When the number

of pulses is very high, tpeak reduces due to a much quicker decay because of a longer

predelay. On the other hand, a low pulse number will lead to less CEST signal enhancement.

The selection of the proper pulse number is thus a balance between these. In order to test

whether B1 inhomogeneity affects the VDMP SI curves, we simulated such curves for B1 =

4 μT with a 0.5 μT error. The curves are similar with offsets due to the direct water

saturation effect at different saturation power. The VDMP differences show that the

sequence has some B1 dependency.

Glutamic Acid Solution

Figure 4 shows Z-spectra for the 12.5 mM Glu solution recorded using an 8-pulse (a,b) and

32 pulse (d,e) VDMP-CEST sequence with B1 = 4 μT (d) or 12 μT (e). The Z-spectrum

recorded using conventional CEST is plotted in Figure 4c for comparison. The VDMP Z-

spectrum recorded with 8-pulses was identical to one recorded on PBS (data not shown). It

can be seen that amine protons with fast exchange rates cannot be observed with such a low

pulse number and power, even at long mixing time (Fig. 4b). Under these experimental

conditions, the interference from amine protons would be removed completely when

recording APT images. When increasing the number of pulses to 32, a small effect becomes
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visible at 4 μT (Fig. 4d) and when increasing B1 to 12 μT (Fig. 4e) a clear mixing time

dependence becomes visible, but this is a decay contrary to a buildup, similar to the

simulation results (Fig. 3b) when comparing fast versus slowly exchanging protons.

Bovine Serum Albumin Studies

The VDMP SI curves for the BSA solution and crosslinked BSA at offsets of 3.6 ppm and

−3.6 ppm using 8 pulses of 4 μT power are plotted in Figure 5a,b, respectively. The solid

lines are the curves fitted using the two-pool Bloch equations with T1s and T2s assumed as

indicated in the figure legend. The amide proton exchange rate (kNH) of the BSA solution at

room temperature was found to be 13 Hz, while the aliphatic magnetization transfer rate

(krNOE) was only 3 Hz. Once the BSA protein was crosslinked (Fig. 5b), the VDMP SI

curves at both −3.6 ppm and 3.6 ppm changed significantly compared to the BSA solution in

that the curve shapes became similar for the amide and aliphatic offsets, as reflected in the

rates kNH = 60 Hz and krNOE = 50 Hz. This confirms that the crosslinked BSA can be treated

as a single proton pool with an exchange rate that is similar for each offset and amounts to

the average from all exchange processes, including dipolar coupling and proton exchange.

The effect of peak saturation power (note that bandwidth varies as pulses are always 180°)

on the amide proton pool (BSA-APT) and MTC pool (crosslinked BSA) is demonstrated in

Figure 5c for an 8-pulse sequence. Here the signal at offset −7 ppm was used to study MTC

in order to avoid potential interference from highly mobile side chain amide and aliphatic

protons in crosslinked BSA. The VDMP saturation difference signals for both MTC and

BSA-APT signals were proportional to the saturation power. For these experimental

conditions, a saturation power lower than 4 μT would be sufficient to suppress the MTC

interference.

In Figure 6, 8-pulse VDMP-CEST data for BSA solution (Fig. 6a,b) and crosslinked gel

(Fig. 6c,d) are shown for B1-levels of 12 μT (Fig. 6a,c) and 4 μT (Fig. 6b,d). Each dataset

shows Z-spectra recorded at two mixing times (bottom) and the corresponding VDMP

difference spectrum (top). At the minimum 0.7 ms mixing time in solution, there is only a

very small saturation effect in the upfield region in the Z-spectrum, i.e. the aliphatic proton

range, while there is already a broad saturation dip downfield (around 2–5 ppm) attributed to

the rapidly exchanging amine protons centered around 2.2 ppm when in the intermediate

exchange regime (15). This strong saturation of the amine protons will complicate clean

detection of the amide protons when using traditional asymmetry analysis. With the variable

delay approach, however, the two proton types can be separated based on their significantly

different exchange rates (Fig. 6a,b). As demonstrated in the simulations (Fig. 3b) and the

Glu experiments (Fig. 4), the CEST effect from rapidly exchanging protons does not

increase with mixing time since their transfer is already accomplished during the pulses. The

VDMP-CEST difference spectra in Figure 6a,b therefore show effects mainly from slowly

transferred saturation, such as for chemical exchange of amide protons at 3.6 ppm, and

rNOEs for aliphatic protons in the upfield range. The integral of the aliphatic CEST signal is

more than double the APT signal. The CEST spectrum at lower saturation power can be

measured over a somewhat larger spectral range closer to water, due to the fact that less

direct water saturation occurs. When 4 μT (200 Hz bandwidth) inversion pulses are used, the

bandwidth is lower than for 12 μT (600 Hz bandwidth), resulting in weaker CEST and rNOE
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effects. However, the VDMP difference spectrum recorded with 4 μT pulses has much

higher spectral resolution (Fig. 6b).

For the crosslinked BSA sample, the Z-spectra and VDMP difference spectra differ

significantly from those in solution. The amide proton dip (2–5 ppm) in the Z-spectrum is

difficult to distinguish because the strong dipolar coupling among all protons leads to a

broad solidlike spectrum. The VDMP difference spectrum is not as well defined as for

solution, but broader due to the strongly coupled matrix. The T2 of the crosslinked BSA

protons was estimated by fitting the lineshape of the VDMP difference spectrum assuming

pools from one aliphatic group and one amide group only. This resulted in a T2s of 130 μs

and the proton density ratio aliphatic:amide of 2.5:1. It is worth noting that this T2s value

reflects the averaged relaxation time of the protons saturated with peak power 12 μT. When

using 4 μT pulses (Fig. 6d), the difference spectrum only shows a slight signal decrease in

the exchangeable proton region downfield, which is due to the T1 recovery of water during

the mixing time (Fig. 3c). A small increase is still visible upfield, which may arise from side

chains of the proteins with higher mobility. A comparison to the VDMP difference spectrum

in BSA solution (Fig. 6b) suggests that a series of eight Gaussian inversion pulses of 4 μT

strength should be able to separate the amide and amine protons in mobile proteins from the

semi-solid pool, while the majority of any upfield effect should be from mobile proteins.

Animal Studies

The VDMP SI curves for rat brain cortex are plotted as a function of number of inversion

pulses in Figure 7. The SI curves are similar to the simulation in Figure 3c. As expected, the

APT/rNOE effect will be enhanced by more pulses, but the maximum enhancement is

limited by T1w, back exchange, and cross-transfer processes involving all saturated water

protons (i.e., amides will have interference from MTC and amines). These SCT processes

will cause quick decay of the VDMP SI curves, which can be seen from the mismatch

between the simulated curves and the experimental data recorded with 16 pulses, where the

interference of semisolid pool becomes significant. The experimental data recorded with low

pulse numbers can be well explained by the Bloch simulation as seen from the fitting curves

in Figure 7. Due to the extremely weak APT effect observed with four pulses VDMP

sequence, the experimental data collected with four pulses are not fitted (Fig. 7a). From the

VDMP SI curves, it can be seen that eight pulses is an excellent choice for B1 = 2 μT,

achieving enough enhancement of APT/rNOE while minimizing interference from MTC and

other fast exchanging protons. For this number of pulses, the saturation reaches steady state

at around 110 ms for aliphatic and amide protons and a difference effect similar to 16 pulses

(Fig. 7c). When fitting all SI curves combined (multivariate), amide proton and rNOE

exchange rates of 30 Hz and 17 Hz were found. Here, a saturation power of 2 μT was chosen

to make sure that the interference from MTC and amine protons was fully suppressed. When

performing a similar experiment for B1 = 12 μT (600 Hz), the eight pulse sequence was also

the optimized condition, reaching a maximum saturation at 110 ms for both amide and

aliphatic protons (data not shown). This is consistent with the theory (see Eq. [3a]) in that

tpeak is determined by the exchange rate and T1W and not dependent on saturation power.
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In Figure 8, VDMP-CEST spectra for healthy rat brain cortex acquired using saturation

pulses of 12 μT and 2 μT are plotted for two mixing times. At 12.0 μT, the VDMP difference

spectra illustrate the T2 filter effect of the Gaussian saturation pulses. In the VDMP spectra

recorded with low power pulses, the amide/aliphatic peaks are better resolved but have

lower signal to noise (approximately five times lower).

APT and rNOE VDMP difference images of a rat brain acquired using 2 μT and 12 μT

pulses are shown in Figure 9a,b and Figure 9d,e, respectively. The MT asymmetry images

(MTRasym) images obtained by the traditional asymmetry analysis are also plotted for

comparison. At the lower peak power of 2 μT, the images at offsets 3.6 ppm (c) and −3.6

ppm (d) differ appreciably and most likely reflect clean-APT and rNOE-CEST effects. Both

clean-APT and rNOE-CEST of muscle are significantly lower than the values of the brain.

Discussion

We introduced a VDMP CEST sequence consisting of a series of frequency-selective

inversion pulses separated by inter-pulse delays that can be used to selectively detect slower

magnetization transfer processes such as amide proton exchange and rNOEs. The pulse

sequence can function as a T2 filter by varying the B1 strength of the pulses and as an

magnetization transfer rate filter by varying the inter-pulse delay (mixing time) and the

number of pulses. For the current field strength, a sequence with eight inversion pulses and

B1 of 4 μT was sufficient to predominantly detect APT and rNOE processes by performing a

series of experiments at 0.7 ms and 110 ms delays. Phantom experiments on rapidly

exchanging amine protons (Fig. 4) and protein solution and gel (Figs. 5–7) confirmed the

theoretical simulations using a two-pool Bloch model (Fig. 3) in that effects of rapidly

exchanging protons and direct water saturation can be subtracted out and that interference of

MTC effects can be minimized.

We used a protein solution (1.5 mM BSA in buffer at pH = 7.3) and crosslinked gel of the

same protein to approximate in vivo conditions for protons in mobile proteins and semi-solid

protons, respectively. The experimental results in solution showed that the rNOE-CEST

saturation buildup rate as a function of mixing time is slower than that of amide protons

(Fig. 5a). The measured kNH of 13 Hz represents an average at room temperature for all

amide protons in BSA and is consistent with the typical literature range of 0–100 Hz

(50,73). For each individual amide proton, the base-catalyzed exchange rate depends on the

position in the secondary structure of the BSA protein and its water accessibility. The initial

point of the time-dependent saturation curves in Figure 5a, in addition to some CEST, has

contributions from direct water saturation, the fast exchanging protons, and the MTC effect.

The abundant amine protons in BSA make the initial point of these curves higher at amide

proton offset (3.6 ppm) than at the aliphatic offset (−3.6 ppm). The situation is quite

different for the crosslinked protein (Fig. 5b), where the initial saturation is much larger and

comparable in magnitude at both offsets. The reason is that the semi-solid matrix for this gel

is strongly coupled and close to the ultimate limit of a single spin bath, for which the build

up curves would also be equivalent. Here the shape and onset of the curves are comparable,

while only a small difference in magnitude remains. This transition to a single spin bath is

also reflected in the change of the kNH/krNOE ratio from 4.3 in solution to 1.2 in the gel. A
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large portion of saturation will exchange with water through intramolecular spin diffusion

followed by either exchange relay via the amine protons (pathway C in Fig. 1b) or direct

through-space dipolar coupling (Pathway A in Fig. 1b) already during the pulse and cause

strong water saturation at the 0.7 ms mixing time (see Figs. 6c,d and 7b). As a consequence,

the VDMP difference spectrum (Fig. 6c) for the gel is not as well defined as for solution,

showing a broad spectrum similar to the dashed brown curve in Figure 2. As mentioned

earlier, the mixing-time dependent VDMP intensity curve of the crosslinked BSA at any

offset actually covers all possible exchange pathways due to the fast spin diffusion within

the coupled system. Thus, the observed VDMP intensity curve at 3.6 ppm reflects not only

the amide proton exchange rate, but also other slow and intermediate exchanging protons,

many with exchange rates much higher than the average amide proton exchange rate in

solution. Therefore, the measured exchange transfer rate kNH in the gel is far higher than the

amide exchange rate alone. Still, the extremely fast exchanging components from amine and

dipolar coupling will probably not contribute much to the VDMP intensity mixing time

dependence but mainly to the initial value of the curve.

The Z-spectra and VDMP difference spectra observed for rat brain are similar to the results

recorded on BSA protein solutions. However, the protein size or mobility in rat brain covers

a wide range. As a consequence, the VDMP difference spectra are not only affected by

saturation efficiency, but also by molecular mobility similar to Figure 2. When using high

power saturation pulses (12 μT), the difference spectra resemble a mixture of the crosslinked

BSA and BSA solution with sharp amide and aliphatic peaks on top of a broad lineshape

(Fig. 8b). Similar to the experiments on crosslinked BSA, the MTC effect could be reduced

dramatically by using low power saturation pulses (see Fig. 8d), which is reflected in the

different contrast pattern between Figure 9c and d, for which the VDMP difference spectrum

for offsets further than ±10 ppm from water is already zero (Fig. 8d). Even though 4 μT

saturation power already reduces the MTC and amine proton interference significantly, as

shown in the BSA study, an even lower saturation power of 2 μT was applied to obtain

spectra and images dominated by CEST signal from mobile proteins in brain tissue, and

resemble the BSA solution study (Fig. 6b). In the applications of this technique, however,

the saturation power does not necessarily need to be as low as 2 μT.

The clean-APT image recorded using 2 μT saturation pulses (Fig. 9d) does not show obvious

contrast in the rat brain (note the reduced contrast scale). It indicates that the mobile protein

concentration in the rat brain is quite uniform in the white matter and gray matter, which is

consistent with a similar study on human brain by the pulsed-CEST technique (41,74).

However, the rNOE-CEST not only has much higher signal compared to APT, it also shows

obvious gray–white matter contrast. The white matter has higher rNOE-CEST signal.

Although, the APT and rNOE-CEST images recorded with 12 μT pulses have much higher

intensity compared to images recorded with 2 μT pulses, the amide proton and aliphatic

proton peaks begin to overlap as shown from the VDMP difference spectra in Figures 2 and

8, and further evidenced from the image recorded at 3.6 ppm (Fig. 9a), where contrast

similar to the rNOE-CEST (Fig. 9b) is observed. An APT image recorded using high power

saturation pulses will be contaminated by other types of protons similar to traditional MTC

images. The MTasym images show the combined effect of both APT and NOE effects.
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Technical Details

We have shown that the VDMP-CEST method provides an efficient and robust way of

recording the APT and rNOE aliphatic/aromatic CEST effects. This technique shares many

features with arterial spin labeling (ASL) (75) by taking the difference between a reference

image and a labeled image. Recently, several new CEST techniques are being developed to

remove the MT effect efficiently, including positive CEST (pCEST) (76), two frequency

irradiation schemes (77), and Alternating-Phase Irradiation (ZAPI) (78) or to speed up the

CEST acquisition, such as the length and offset varied saturation (LOVARS) (79), SAFARI

(37), and CERT schemes (80). The VDMP-CEST has several favorable features. First,

recording a full Z-spectrum is not necessary. Two or more images at one frequency offset

and the proper pulse power and pulse delay can be recorded to give an APT or rNOE-CEST

image (Fig. 9). Therefore, the VDMP-CEST images can be averaged multiple times at the

same frequency to increase the signal to noise ratio. Secondly, in the VDMP-CEST method,

the DS contribution is determined by the total pulse length and power. Thus an increase of

the pulse delay will have no effect on DS, as confirmed by the VDMP results on the Glu and

PBS solutions, in which the VDMP SI curves are constant when no interfering transfer

processes are present and the offset is sufficiently far from water resonance (Figs. 4a,d and

6b,d). However, the DS cancellation will not be perfect when the water frequency is

inadvertently affected by selective RF pulses, that is Δ< 600 Hz for 2.3 ms Gaussian pulses,

due to the complicated nature of water transverse and longitudinal relaxation. Therefore, the

VDMP-CEST difference image has negligible DS effects as long as the saturation offset is

much larger than the bandwidth of saturation pulses. A third advantage is that the VDMP-

CEST method is relatively insensitive to B0 field inhomogeneities. In the conventional APT

experiments, a B0 field correction is required for the asymmetry analysis, since Z-spectra

have a sharp dip around water offset induced by the water direct saturation. If the center of

the Z-spectra is not shifted properly, the asymmetry analysis the Z-spectrum will give rise to

strong artificial peaks that are an obstacle in obtaining the real APT signal. In VDMP-CEST,

the difference spectrum of the two Z-spectra is quite broad around the amide and aliphatic

protons. Consequently, a B0 correction is not necessary and avoiding it further reduces the

time for recording clean-APT and rNOE-CEST images.

A fourth significant advantage of the VDMP-CEST is that APT signal can be separated from

the background signal from some fast exchanging (e.g., amine) protons. Part of the

broadened amine NMR spectrum is in the same frequency range as amide protons. Also,

most exchangeable protons in small metabolites are fast exchanging protons, and in the

offset around 0–2 ppm. The conventional asymmetry analysis is not able to distinguish

amide proton from fast exchanging protons, since all of them generate saturation dips in Z-

spectrum. The VDMP-CEST can separate APT effects from other protons efficiently by

their significantly different exchange rates as shown in the study on BSA solutions.

However, there are still some exchangeable protons with intermediate exchange rates, such

as for instance the guanidyl protons in creatine, whose exchange rates are in the order of

several hundred Hz. The VDMP-CEST sequence will still detect these as seen from signal at

2 ppm in the VDMP difference spectra from BSA (Fig. 6b) and rat brain (Fig. 8d). The

VDMP signal at 2 ppm is comparable to APT signal. At 11.7 T, the offset of APT (3.6 ppm)

is sufficiently far from the guanidyl protons (2 ppm), and an APT-CEST image will be still
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mainly from amide protons. However, interference may be an issue at 3 T, where the offset

difference is much smaller in Hz. Therefore, NOE-CEST should be a more reliable way of

detecting protein concentrations, since almost no exchangeable protons resonate in the

upfield region of the spectrum.

Several of the above mentioned advantages of VDMP sequence are also available in the

recently proposed CERT scheme (47), which acquires two images with different flip angles

on amide protons while maintaining the same pulse power at the same offset. However, the

proposed VDMP scheme has several additional advantageous features. First, the CERT

method requires careful calibration of pulse power to ensure that the two images are

acquired with exactly same power and with flip angles of 180° and 360° for the amide

protons. The VDMP is more flexible. Even though a 180° Gaussian pulse is suggested in the

current VDMP study, other flip angles, pulse shapes, and saturation powers should also

work. Second, in CERT, a train of pulses is applied similar to the pulsed-CEST sequence. In

VDMP-CEST experiments, however, only a small number of Gaussian RF pulses need to be

applied before image acquisition. Consequently, SAR and RF duty cycle limitations are

avoided, which are a concern for experiments on human scanners. Also, the use of a small

number of pulses has an extra advantage in that the VDMP-CEST is not very sensitive to the

B1 inhomogeneity, as shown in the simulations (Fig. 3d).

The technology can be translated to human studies, but some adjustments will be needed. In

a 3 T scanner, the amide and aliphatic protons are at an offset of about 460 Hz with respect

to water frequency (1800 Hz at 11.7 T). Thus, a much narrower bandwidth is needed to

minimize water excitation. Thus, longer pulses are required, leading to more magnetization

transfer due to the amide chemical exchange during the pulses and an attenuation of the

VDMP difference signal. Another disadvantage at lower field magnet is the shorter T1w, but

since we are using a limited number of pulse-delay segments, this is not expected to be a

major concern. However, the reduction in APT/rNOE signals due to above limitations can

be compensated by averaging at one saturation frequency, which is a great advantage over

conventional APT and rNOE CEST by asymmetric analysis.

Conclusion

We have developed a new method for rapidly measuring APT and rNOE-CEST effects by

eliminating the process of recording a full Z-spectrum. The new method efficiently

suppresses direct water saturation and the interfering effects of MTC and fast exchange

protons efficiently by combining the proper pulse delay and pulse power in the VDMP-

CEST sequence. The magnitude of the rNOE-CEST is several times higher than the APT

effect. In addition to being a promising technique for obtaining APT and rNOE aliphatic

CEST contrast, VDMP-CEST was also able to provide some insight into the mechanisms of

MTC and CEST effects in tissue.
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Fig. 1.
a: The VDMP-CEST sequence is composed of a train of Gaussian 180° pulses followed by an MRI readout (here a multispin

echo sequence). The pulse width is tp and the inter pulse delay tmix. CYCLOPS phase cycling of the 180° pulses is applied

together with crusher gradients during tmix to suppress residual transverse magnetization. b: Possible pathways of magnetization

transfer in semi-solid macromolecules and mobile proteins/peptides. The approximate chemical shift range of the proton groups

is indicated too. The semi-solid component is treated as a single spin-bath with short a T2 value. All chemical shift values used

in this article are referenced to the water resonance frequency. A variety of spectroscopically distinct proton groups is present in

mobile proteins, such as amide protons around 3.6 ppm and aliphatic/olefinic protons covering 0 ppm to −5 ppm. Chemical

exchange between exchangeable protons and water is indicated using blue arrows, while the magnetization transfer due to NOE

or dipole coupling is indicated using white arrows.
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Fig. 2.
Illustration of MTC/CEST spectra from proteins/lipids with different mobility, i.e. different T2 values. In the plot, the strong

water signal is not shown for clarity. When weak RF pulses are applied in VDMP-CEST, the CEST spectrum arises mainly from

mobile proteins/lipids with long T2 values and the amide and aliphatic/olefinic peaks are two well separated groups (dotted

green line). When higher saturation power is applied, more and more large molecules will be observed, and the amide and

aliphatic peaks will overlap partially (dashed line). The CEST signal is not specific any more. At the strong saturation power

extreme, almost all protons are observed including some with very short T2 value, and the VDMP-CEST spectrum will be a

single broad line including both the amide and aliphatic protons (solid line). The spectrum becomes the conventional MTC

signal. In the simulation, the line broadening due to direct saturation was not included.
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Fig. 3.
Simulated Z-spectra (a) and VDMP SI curves (b–d) for a VDMP-CEST sequence (6.9 ms pulses of B1 =4 μT) obtained using

two-pool Bloch equations (70 mM amide protons, corresponding to a fraction of 6.36 × 10−4, T1s = 1 s, T2s = 20 ms; water pool:

T1w = 2 s and T2w = 35 ms). a: Z-spectra and VDMP difference spectrum (VDMP-dif) for exchange rate k of 20 Hz, mixing

times 0 ms and 110 ms and eight Gaussian pulses with B1 = 4 μT. The VDMP difference spectrum corresponds to a clean CEST

(APT) spectrum. The difference spectrum was enlarged by a factor of 20 for clarity. b: VDMP SI curves for eight Gaussian

pulses with B1 = 4 μT and amide protons with exchange rates ranging from 50 Hz to 5000 Hz. c: VDMP SI curves for amide

protons as a function of number of Gaussian pulses (B1 = 4 μT) for k = 20 Hz. d: VDMP SI curves for amide protons as a

function of B1 using eight pulses and k = 20 Hz.
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Fig. 4.
Saturation spectra for the glutamate phantom (12.5 mM, pH = 7.3) in PBS. a: Experimental VDMP-CEST Z-spectrum recorded

using eight Gaussian inversion pulses with 4 μT peak power with mixing times 0.7 ms (blue circle) and 110 ms (red triangle),

respectively. b: Corresponding VDMP difference spectrum. c: Conventional Z-spectrum recorded using a 2 s continuous wave

saturation pulse with 2 μT power. d: VDMP-CEST Z-spectrum recorded using 32 Gaussian inversion pulses with 4 μT peak

power with mixing times 0.7 ms (black circle) and 30 ms (red triangle), respectively. e: VDMP-CEST Z-spectrum recorded

using 32 Gaussian inversion pulses with 12 μT peak power with mixing times 0.7 ms (green square) and 30 ms (blue circle),

respectively. f: Experimental VDMP-CEST build-up curves at a frequency of 2.5 ppm from data recorded using 32 Gaussian

inversion pulses. The solid line is the fit using the two-pool Bloch equations with , T2w = 110 ms, T1glu = 2 s and T2glu

= 2 ms, and exchange rate 6 kHz. Note the lack of a buildup to equilibrium due to the reaching of maximum saturation at very

short tmix for these rapidly exchanging protons, followed by relaxation decay.
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Fig. 5.
VDMP SI curves for 10% BSA in solution (a) and crosslinked (b) obtained using a VDMP-CEST sequence with eight Gaussian

pulses and B1 = 4 μT (200 Hz bandwidth). The solid lines are fits obtained using the two-pool Bloch equations assuming T2s =

20 ms for BSA solution and T2s = 0.13 ms for crosslinked BSA. Here T2s for crosslinked BSA was determined by fitting the

VDMP difference spectrum in Figure 6. The  values were fitted to be 2 s (BSA solution) and 1.8 s (crosslinked BSA),

respectively. The significantly lower  relaxation times compared to PBS buffer are due to the back exchange of the fast

exchange protons. c: Saturation power dependence for an 8-pulse VDMP-CEST difference SI (between tmix = 110 ms and 0.7

ms) at offsets 3.6 ppm (APT) and −7 ppm (MTC background signal). The two solid lines are drawn for visual guidance only.
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Fig. 6.
Mixing-time dependent Z-spectra (bottom) and corresponding VDMP-CEST difference spectra (top) for 10% BSA in solution

(a,b) and crosslinked (c,d) obtained using a VDMP-CEST sequence with eight Gaussian inversion pulses. a,c: Spectra recorded

with peak power 12 μT (2.3 ms length/600 Hz bandwidth); (b,d) spectra recorded with peak power 4 μT (6.9 ms length/200 Hz

bandwidth). The CEST spectrum of the crosslinked BSA sample in (c) was fitted by assuming it arises from two pools of

protons with offsets of ± 3.3 ppm (dashed line). T2s= 0.13 ms. A ratio of 2.5 for aliphatic versus amide protons was obtained

from the fitting.
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Fig. 7.
VDMP SI curves in rat brain cortex obtained using VDMP-CEST sequence at offsets of 3.6 ppm (a) and −3.6 ppm (b). c: The

VDMP difference signal at the offset of −3.6 ppm together with the fitting curves are plotted with respect to mixing time. 2 μT

saturation pulses (13.6 ms length, bandwidth 100 Hz, flip angle 180 degree) were applied. Exchange rates of 17 Hz (aliphatic)

and 30 Hz (amide) were fitted (solid curves). In the fitting,  (4 pulses), 1 s (8 pulses), 0.8 s (12 pulses) and 0.4 s (16

pulses) were used, while T2s = 36 ms was used for both amide and aliphatic protons. The T1 and T2 of the exchangeable protons

are all set to 1 s and 0.5 ms, respectively.
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Fig. 8.
Mixing-time dependent Z-spectra for rat brain cortex recorded using eight Gaussian inversion pulses with B1 levels of (a) 12 μT

(2.3 ms length, eight pulses) and (c) 2 μT (13.8 ms length, eight pulses). The corresponding VDMP-CEST difference spectra are

plotted in (b) and (d), respectively. E: The rat brain ROI from which the Z-spectra were obtained. f: A typical B0 map recorded

using the water saturation shift referencing sequence. The B0 inhomogeneity is less than 150 Hz over the whole brain slice.
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Fig. 9.
CEST images of rat brain recorded using B1 = 12 μT (a–c) and 2 μT (d–f). These are VDMP-CEST difference images at offsets

3.6 ppm (a,d) and −3.6 ppm (b,e) as well as MTRasym images (c,f). The VDMP difference images were obtained from [S(110

ms) − S(0.7 ms)]/S0, while the MTRasym images reflect (S−36 − S36)/S0, in which S−36 and S36 are the image intensities recorded

with eight pulses and 110 ms mixing time at offsets −3.6 ppm and 3.6 ppm, respectively. The VDMP image contrast at 12 μT is

similar at the two frequencies (a,b), most likely due to the contribution of semi-solid species. At the lower peak power of 2 μT,

the images at offsets 3.6 ppm (d) and −3.6 ppm (e) most likely reflect clean-APT and NOE-CEST effects. The MTRasym images

show the typical cortical gray matter to white matter contrast with the cortex more hyperintense. Eight averages were acquired to

enhance the SNR for the images recorded with 2 μT Notice the different color scales.
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